Date in Foster Home

01/27/2020

Hound Information

Registered Name

PJ Emoji

Call Name

Edgar

Date of Birth

05/13/2017

Gender

Male

Color

Red & White

Known Medical Problems

No

Heartworm Preventative Administered

First of month

Comes When Called

Yes

Understands "Good"

Yes

Plays With Toys

Yes

Understands "No"

Yes

Method of Correction

Firm no is usually enough. A good stiff arm may be required if you have food.

Small Dog Safe

Yes

Comments (Small Dog)

Edgar has been living with a beagle in his foster home and has gotten along well with her. Initially
he wasn't quite so sure what she was, but figured it out quick enough.

Cat Safe

No

Good With Young Children

Yes

Comments (Young Children)

Will update, but so far Edgar hasn't had the opportunity to meet many kids.

Turn Out Routine

At wake-up, before/after work, after dinner, and before bed. We are doing a lunchtime turnout as
well due to longer than normal work hours, but he can go for normal work day.

Potty On Lead

Yes

Garbage

Will snoop from time to time, but generally leaves alone.

Stairs

Yes, can do stairs

Floors

No issues with floors so far.

Counters

Will at times search out for food, but corrects easily if caught in the act.

When is the hound crated?

●

8 Hour Work Day

How does the hound handle being crated?

Generally crates extremely well. He seems to enjoy a night-lite for bedtime. We have allowed him to
sleep in our room at night and has done well with that.

What does the hound enjoy?

He loves food and toys. And treats. Also food. His sometimes thinks toys are food, so no squeaker
toys for him. Better to invest in heavy duty Kong type toys, Benebones, etc. And food.

Does the hound have any fears?

None so far. Vacuum doesn't phase him at all, but haven't had him during thunderstorms so not
sure how he'll react to that. With his personality we can't see him having any issues with them.

What type of temperament does the hound have? (Shy, outgoing, confident, etc.)

He's a very outgoing guy that's eager to seek out new things. He can be very inquisitive and a bit
relentless until he figures things out that he hears.

How does the hound handle new situations?

So far he's done well being introduced to new situations. He seems happy to visit new places and
meet new people.

What type of food are you currently using?

Mix of Diamond Beef & Rice and Purina Lamb & Rice

Amount of AM feeding

2 1/2

Amount of PM feeding

2 1/2

